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A message from our CEOs
The World is in trouble as never it's been in the last 40 years.
A new scenario will be drawn by global actors and nothing can be done by us
to influence the final result. We can only adapt ourselves to the new changes.
Flexibility, again. Digitization, again. A strong network, as first.
We don't know if the new coming order is going to be more fair, more
globalized and more stable. Probably not but we are already seeing that the
economic forecasts and the expected trends agree about the more central
role of Pacific area, the continentalization of globalization, new World
leaders.
We are just Freight Forwarders. We can, we must, adapt ourselves. EPN is
here for this. This is our first goal: to help the best Project Forwarders to be
stronger and flexible; to have the right partners in every Country. With this
magazine issue we are introducing you to 12 new Countries covered by EPN:
in Africa, in South America in the northest Coutries in Europe. Our growth is
fast but we want more...
Next appointments will make EPN even more stronger. Our first meeting in
September as expected is going to be a very successful meeting! At least 70
members already confirmed their attendance. And Break Bulk Europe 2023! We
are going to have a central stand with the best of our members in BBEU23.

We can do many things next months but, for sure, we can do more if we
work together.

Jürgen Weyhausen
CEO
Exclusive Project Network

Marcello Saponaro
CEO
Exclusive Project Network

FOR EPN MEMBERS!
We are excited to confirm you that we already booked our stand at
𝗕𝗿𝗲𝗮𝗸𝗯𝘂𝗹𝗸 𝗘𝘂𝗿𝗼𝗽𝗲 2023!

Break Bulk Europe 2022 has been a great success
for all of exhibitors.
For EPN was the first experience and it was great!

Great to see how people want to meet their partners and agents face to face again! Great to meet
many of you in person!
We want to make the experience in BB EU 2023 even better, sharing the opportunities and our stand
with our members!
What we offer:
Really Good Position: Hall 1, Stand 1G10
30 sqm of Stand
9 panels in total, split 1 mt. each
Half display for company brochures
4 tables,16 chairs always at your disposal
Promotion on a special issue of “Journal of Break Bulk” edited by EPN. A new, nice,
brochure with EPN and our members news

Don't miss the opportunity to be part of our Stand!

Rotterdam, 18/05/2022

Rotterdam, 18/05/2022
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MEMBERS

INTRODUCTION
MEMBERS INTRODUCTION
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Faroe Island,Iceland
and Greenland

SaCeMa Nordic Projects ApS
“ Summa Sumarum,
SACEMA NORDIC
PROJECTS is the
extended arm for
clients with project
shipments and ODC
special cargo.."

SaCeMa Nordic Projects was established to serve customers demand
for Project shipment and over dimensional cargo (ODC).
SaCeMa Nordic Projects serve clients to and from especially the
Nordic/Scandinavian countries of Sweden, Denmark. Finland and
Norway to worldwide destinations.
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Also cross trade, ship chartering and project consolidation are offered and
developed as per clients demands.
Project shipping and ODC’s have become more complex and can not be taken
as general cargo handling, therefore SaCeMa Nordic Projects is at your
service. SaCeMa Nordic Projects already serves a wide range of
Nordic/Scandinavian companies and the staff has many years of experience
in Project shipment and ODC cargo. SaCeMa Nordic Projects can fulfill clients
needs and be clients advisor and helping hand for their complex cargo.

https://www.sacemanordic.com/
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Colombia,Perù,Chile
and Paraguay

C.H. Robinson
“ We can help you
solve your biggest
challenges "

C.H. Robinson solves logistics problems for companies across the globe
and across industries, from the simple to the most complex. With $28
billion in freight under management and 20 million shipments annually,
we are one of the world’s largest logistics platforms
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Our global reach, deep industry knowledge, innovative technology, and
extensive transportation network have allowed us to bring the latest learning
to bear on our customers’ unique challenges and desires. We leverage our
scale to create innovative and tailored solutions that help our customers
optimise their supply chains to stay ahead of their competition in a market
that changes every single day.
Avoid unexpected costs that come with the changing freight market and the
complexities of a global supply chain.

https://www.chrobinson.com/en-gb/
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Ghana,Benin,Togo,
Cote d'Ivoire and Senegal

OMA Group
“ YOUR LOCAL
PARTNER IN WEST
AFRICA "

The OMA Group prides itself on being a team built on purpose and
self-belief, having clarity in direction and a keen customer focus.
Through sound commercial, financial assessments and excellent
operational performance, OMA Group strives to be the first choice for
ship agency, logistics and energy support services in West Africa.
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The OMA Group comprises independent, indigenous, limited liability companies
in Burkina Faso, Benin, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Senegal and Togo, as well as
strategic regional partners in Cameroon, Mauritania, Niger and Nigeria.
Group sales & marketing offices in the UK and Australia, plus Finance, HR &
QHSSE headquartered in Accra, Ghana, provide support functions to all OMA
Group companies.
Our roots in West Africa go back 30 years and we understand the challenges of
doing business in emerging markets.
We strive at all times to operate to the highest international and ethical
standards, as can be seen from our commitment to ISO & TRACE certifications.

https://www.omagroup.com/
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The Future of Shipping
Shipping is intrinsically-linked to economic growth.
It is driven by global demand and acts as a facilitator for new trading
opportunities and growth.
According to figures published by the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the average annual growth rate of
shipping is estimated at around 3.8% between 2018 and 2023.
But what will happen to shipping in the future?

You can read the full article on:
https://thinkingheads.com/en/global-trend/future-of-shipping/
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Visit our website and social media to
learn more about us

Or send your questions to our email
info@epnetwork.net

